FPGA Implementation of Circular Pseudo-Random Sequence Generator
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Abstract

This paper introduces a novel pseudo-random sequence generator, applicable across all uses of pseudo noise (PN)-sequence. The proposed generator, coined as the circular pseudo-random signal generator, embodies a unique fusion of graphical representation and mathematical modeling. The cornerstone of this method is its capability to offer variable configurations in pseudo-random sequence generation, enabling the adaptive operation of the pseudo-random sequence between the transmitter and the receiver. Uniquely, the circular pseudo-random Sequence Generator can generate pseudo-random sequences of varying lengths, with practical implementation feasible through multiple methodologies, including microcontrollers or field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology. Consequently, the paper endeavors to elucidate the mathematical model of generation, supplemented with illustrative examples, and demonstrate the real-world implementation using FPGA technology. With broad applicability, this sequence generator is well-suited to all applications requiring such a generator, notably in security applications and pilot generations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The circular sequence generator was introduced to provide a dynamic random sequence generator. What is meant by dynamic? Let's Consider two communication points: one represents the transmitter, and the second is the receiver side. Consider there is a need for changing the sequence as a security application. But the hardware of the equipment is fixed indeed. What can we do in such a situation? The circular sequence generator gives a software solution by changing only the generation key. This key is shared between the transmitter and receiver or between one and multiple receivers. The hardware is designed according to the circles representing the generator's structure. These circles can give multiple different PN sequences according to the KEY. This scenario gives a solution for changing the PN sequence. This paper introduces the concept of the generation and the KEY. The designer can construct multiple circles with multiple levels and KEY as accepted between the transmitter and the receiver. Random sequence frames are frequently employed in numerous applications, including security software and modern communication networks. Thus, random sequence generation fields subsequently attracted many researchers for many years. Such research seeks to develop random sequence generation.

For example, one of the most commonly used methods for generating a pseudo-random sequence is a linear feedback shift register (LFSR). To generate the random series, a group of shift registers connected in serial is used [1]. This low-complexity approach (LFSR) is implemented with straightforward shift registers or by employing FPGA technology. To be used in applications related to security, random number generation (RNG) is introduced [2]. For data ciphering in cryptography, there is an absolute requirement for a random sequence with a respectable unpredictability probability.

There, the function of mathematics in creating random sequences becomes apparent. Many researchers organize competitions to create a sequence with the highest probability of randomness [2]. Using a Gaussian random number generator (GRNG) technique, for instance, to generate a random number series and analyze how those numbers behave in the vicinity of the Gaussian probability density function (GPDF) [3]. Additionally, pseudo-random sequence generations find their way into database applications; it introduces a generation algorithm with SQL 2000 database application [4]. Furthermore, accumulator recursions with time variation produce the random sequence.

Given that it employs a small amount of hardware, this method is characterized by a lower level of complexity [5]. In communication applications, the generation of random sequences is widely employed. Audio can produce sequences with an acceptable probability of randomization [6]. Quadratic irrationals are also used in pseudo-random number generation to create a generator that must be incorporated into encryption [6]. Due to their versatility in hardware configuration and speed, the FPGA architecture is used to construct the random sequence generator [7]. In modern cipher systems like the rabbit cipher, the random sequence serves the security application efficiently [8]. Computer-generated pseudo-random sequences may have problems with good randomized start points, while the remaining random sequence has deterministic or parodic characteristics.

Unlike conventional random number generators, quantum number generation has been established to produce random numbers [9]. The chaotic subject combined with random number generators. The chaotic system is also used to generate
the random number sequence used with security applications [10]. New fundamentals and design concepts for a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) are also made possible by the expansion of chaotic neural network structures [11]; however, specific possible information security issues are raising concerns [12]. To enhance its statistical features, a random generator based on the logistic map is utilized, and its chaotic parameter is dynamically changed; 510 lookup tables (LUTs) and 120 registers were used to implement the system in a Virtex 7 FPGA [13, 14]. This research paper uses a random pattern as the adaptive sequence between the sender and the recipient in a communication system.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF CIRCULAR PSEUDO-RANDOM SEQUENCE GENERATOR

The significant points covered within the circular pseudo-random sequence generator are designed as follows:

(1) The mathematical model of the proposed method is designed to be practically implemented.

(2) The mathematical model allows for modifying the generated sequence according to an understanding between the transmitter and the receiver. As a result, it offers an adaptive process and generates a unique pseudo-random sequence for every modification of the mathematical model component.

(3) The Circular pseudo sequence generator also provides some variables in terms of the length based on the presetting mathematical model parameter.

Illustrate the mathematical model of the circular random sequence generator. The Circular generator should be considered a circle called level, and the level circle is the big circle shown in green color. This level circle includes several circles within its circumference, small circles called sub-circles shown in black color; each sub-circle is divided into multiple parts called sectors. Each sector represents a specific digit. Thus, the key could be in the form as long as it is included as a mathematical representation of this circle, as it is shown in Eq. (1):

\[
\text{Key}=\{c_i, n, R, D\}
\]  

(1)

where, \(c_i\) is the number of sub-circles, the key can include more than a single sub-circle. The number of sectors for the circumference sub-circle is \(n\), \(R\) is the number of rotations, and \(D\) is the direction of rotation if we consider the following:

Each rotation gives a random set of binary sequences equal to:

Set length/rotation=no. of sub circles \((c)\times\) no. of layers \((L)\)

(2)

where, \(L\) is the number of layers. If each sub-circle gives a single bit at each rotation, the maximum number of rotations permitted is equal to the number of sectors of sub-circles, as shown in Figure 1:

\[
R_{\text{max}} \text{ maximum rotations}=n
\]  

(3)

Maximum frame length=\(R_{\text{max}}\times n\times L\)

(4)

To discuss the circular operation, let's consider the following illustrative examples:

Example 1: Consider the Key=\{\(c_i\), \(n_i\), \(R_i\), \(D\)\}=\{4, 3, 2, 0\}, first circle at location 0, with sectors: \(S_1=\{1, 0, 1\}\), \(S_2=\{1, 1, 0\}\), \(S_3=\{1, 0, 0\}\) and \(S_4=\{0, 0, 1\}\), as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Read the sequence from the inner axis starting from the first axis on the right.

The first sequence generated \(F_1=\{1, 1, 0\}\),  
The second sequence generated \(F_2=\{1, 0, 1\}\).  
For two rotations: Pseudo random sequence=\{\(F_1\), \(F_2\)\}. Pseudorandom sequence=\{1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1\}.

Example 2: Consider the key=\{\(c_i\), \(n_i\), \(R_i\), \(D\)\}=\{3, 4, 2, 0\}, find generated frame and \(R_{\text{max}}\), with following sectors: \(S_1=\{1, 0, 1\}, S_2=\{1, 1, 0\}, S_3=\{1, 1, 0\}\) and \(S_4=\{0, 1, 0\}\), as shown in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.  
\(F_1=\{1, 1, 0\}\) \(F_2=\{1, 1, 0\}\).  
Frames=\{\(F_1\), \(F_2\)\}=\{1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1\}.
$R_{\text{max}}=4$, there are four rotations to complete all pseudo-random frames.

Maximum frame length $= R_{\text{max}} \times c_i = 4 \times 3 = 12$.

$F_{\text{max}} = \{F_1, F_2, F_3, F_4\} = \{1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1\}$.

Example 3: For multiple layer Circular random sequence generator, consider the general form: $K = \{c_i, n_i, R_i, D_i\}$, where the last $D_i$ represents rotation direction, 1 for clockwise and 0 represents Anti-clockwise, $K_1 = \{4, 4, 2, 0\}$ and $K_2 = \{4, 4, 2, 1\}$.

$K_1$ sectors: Anti-clockwise
$N_1 = \{1, 0, 1, 0\}$, $N_2 = \{1, 1, 0, 0\}$, $N_3 = \{0, 0, 1, 0\}$, $N_4 = \{0, 1, 1, 1\}$.

$K_2$ sectors: Clockwise
$N_1 = \{1, 1, 1, 1\}$, $N_2 = \{1, 0, 0, 0\}$, $N_3 = \{0, 1, 1, 0\}$, $N_4 = \{1, 0, 0, 1\}$.

The graphical representation for the Circular sequence generator will be as shown in Figure 8:
3. CIRCULAR PSEUDO-RANDOM SEQUENCE GENERATOR SIMULATION

Simulation of the mathematical model of the circular pseudo-random sequence generator performed in MATLAB. The complete code describing the mathematical model and sequence generation was successfully implemented. The following MATLAB code exhibits a run and test for the first example. The MATLAB m file script is as follows:

```matlab
% define the sub-circle parameters randomly generated
s1=randi([0,1],1,K1(2));
s2=randi([0,1],1,K1(2));
s3=randi([0,1],1,K1(2));
s4=randi([0,1],1,K1(2));

% define the sub-circle parameters randomly generated
K1=[4, 4, 2, 0] % set the key parameter
Rolling_Key_EX1(K1) % calls the function in the command window function Rolling_Key_EX1(K1) % name of the function.
Frame1=[ ];
K1(4)=0; % check the rolling direction
for i=1:K1(1):N
    % calculate the Frame digital bits from sub-circles
    Frame1(i)=s1(coun); Frame1(i+1)=s2(coun);
    Frame1(i+2)=s3(coun); Frame1(i+3)=s4(coun);
    coun=coun+1;
end
Resulted_Frame_Anti_Clockwise = Frame1
```

The simulation results show the pseudo-random sequence generated as described in Example 1.

4. CIRCULAR PSEUDO-RANDOM SEQUENCE GENERATOR FPGA IMPLEMENTATION

The main point of the Circular sequence generator is that it is designed to be practically implemented. The generator is described mathematically by a very straightforward mathematical model, which reflects the steps taken to generate the sequence. The transmitter and reception sides could rapidly agree on the same mathematical model characteristics to produce an identical pseudo-random sequence. The microcontroller is used to implement a circular pseudo-random sequence generator. However, it is limited by the clock speed of the microcontroller itself. An Arduino DUE microcontroller with 84 MHz can provide exemplary performance in implementation. However, FPGA enables the Circular generator to be implemented with high operational speed; the circular PN sequence generator is implemented using Alter Cyclone IV EP4CE6E22C8N. Its hardware resources are very acceptable to perform, with considerable low cost. The circular PN sequence generator can be implemented with less than Cyclone IV FPGA. And the throughput and randomness quality of FPGAs are extremely high [15]. PRNGs are deterministic mechanisms that generate a more extended random-like sequence from a short input sequence [16].

The mathematical model can deal with binary data. The most widely used linear function is mode two addition, also known as XOR, which is used to manipulate the input data at the transmitter side [17]. Then, the receiver side should use the same random sequence to restore the original data.

Because producing random numbers takes up a sizable portion of the processing time for applications requiring large volumes of random numbers, it is hoped that a hardware implementation of the random number generator will improve generation performance for simulation software. For the development of random number generators, FPGAs provide various advantages in speed, energy, power, and scalability [18]. See Figure 9:

![Figure 9. Circular pseudo-random sequence generator usage](image)

The FPGA netlist view implementation is shown in Figure 10. The work uses Altera Quartus Prime software. The application considers Circular generation with a random sequence of length equal to 12 bits.

Reconfigurable hardware systems include FPGA chips. They enable rapid prototyping or quickly comparing many hardware options and choosing the best [19].

When using high-quality random numbers, they denote those bit sequences produced unpredictably. Higher quality (or security level) is associated with greater unpredictability [20].

According to Shannon's postulate for theoretically unbreakable encryption, a pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) frequently serves as a "one-time padding" key sequence in reality and should have high statistical qualities, a complicated structure, and simplicity in execution [21]. The FPGA simulation waveform test is shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11. Show the usage of a circular PN sequence generator as a scrambler. It is simple: generate the circular PN sequence and then XOR the input message with the circular PN sequence. To produce the scrambled data or coded data. At the receiver, side the reciprocal operation by re-XOR the coded data with the right circular PN sequence generator to restore and gain the original data, in Figure 10. The "msg" stands for input data message, "Enc-msg" stands for encoded data message, the output of XOR between the input data and circular PN sequence this in transmitter side. "Dec-msg" is the decoded message after XOR between the circular PN sequence and the received Encoded message. Sure, the Decode message will be the same as the input data message. The data representation in the waveform in Hexadecimal is more accessible to follow than binary mod.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The current research paper presents a proposed pseudo-random sequence generator, introduces its mathematical model, and discusses its operation in illustrative examples. With its straightforward mathematical approach, this circular pseudo-random sequence generator may produce various lengths of random sequences, depending on the key. Additionally, it can offer adaptive operation when both sending and receiving agree. Furthermore, an FPGA implementation via Altera FPGA is discussed in this work. So, this random sequence generator is applicable. More importantly, the paper discusses two levels key in Example 3, but the structure may have several levels and a varied number of sectors, directions, and rotations. The construction decided by the designer and the validity of the application is considered. In addition, it takes the desired design's complexity into account. Finally, yet notably, this circular generator could be employed in security-related uses, particularly with systems that do not require sophisticated design and have the appropriate level of security.
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